The 10th China (Wuhan) International Garden Expo (Garden EXPO) was founded in 1997, it is the highest level garden, landscaping and art event jointly hosted by Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development and local government. The 10th Garden EXPO will be held in Wuhan, We put forward the theme of "Ecological EXPO. Green Life. The exhibition contents covering garden and flowers, ecological landscaping, tourism and leisure, as well as culture and art. The planning area of Wuhan Garden EXPO is 213.77 hectares. The most distinguishing feature of Wuhan Garden EXPO is Turn Waste into Value, it is to build a clear and beautiful city garden on a former garbage dump.

EXPO Garden is the biggest green land in the Wuhan, Most attractive urban tourism destination.

**International Art and Garden Center** is located in the north entrance. It is a garden and arts & humanities theme pavilion with the total building area of 46160㎡, with the design philosophy of "journey", systematically displays the development history of the world garden introduces all schools and representative figures of the world 's garden art, and focuses on displaying the scenery of ten famous gardens in different part of the world.

**The Yangtze River Civilization Museum** is with wuhan city new image of the national Museum - the Yangtze river civilization which in the center of the Garden show park, covering a total building area of 33900 ㎡. With the design philosophy of "flying wings" by Thomas herzog— renowned master of ecological architecture in Germany. It is an ecological earth-sheltered, greenery energy-saving building combining with the terrain of mountainous areas.

**The Hubei Yard** is located in the west of the park, covering a total building area of 41115 ㎡, its design philosophy is "journey to the Shadows". Though construction of enclosed yards, it combines the buildings with the surroundings to create Chinese-flavor space such as "Flower Shadows Garden", "Bamboo Shadows Garden", "Tree Shadows Garden", etc. The buildings adopt Hubei's folk-house style.

**The Small Town “Hankou” Block** and its underground space, covering a building area of 66800㎡. Themed on Han-flavor cultural tourism, through real recovery of Hankou street market and Hangao civil building forms in the late Qing Dynasty and early republic of China, it displays old Hankou's life style. By holding various featured activities, festival event, etc., it creates a relaxed, pleasant, casual atmosphere of Hanflavor history and culture, attracting tourists to look for Hankou memory here and building it into a key cultural tourism project of Wuhan and even the province.

**Five Distinctive Features**

1. World class gardens & landscaping
2. Garden integrated with new technology
3. Old City Culture Memory
4. Recycle materials usage
5. Advanced Gardening equipments show
6. Typical Plant Show
7. 2015 Festival of Lights
Wuhan is known as “Oriental Chicago” in 100 years ago; She is the largest transportation junction which connecting nine provinces of China, is a natural geographic center, as well as center of economy, education and culture in the central China.

Take Wuhan as center, 2 hours flight radius and 4 hours high speed train radius covering major cities as Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen, etc. covering population nearly 455 million, accounting for 70% GDP of the nation.

Wuhan Opportunity

• 1st time Garden EXPO will be held in the central of China
• 6 provinces in the central of China focus on the event
• 80 cities will show their gardens here
• 96 Exhibition Parks will be built in it

• 300 medias home and aboard will pay high attention on it
• 10,000,000 Wuhan citizen fully support it
• 12,000,000 visitors from home and aboard gathering here
• 400,000,000 audiences focus on the event